KRUZE CHOSSEN TO PICK AGAINST LEHIGH NINE

Red and Blue Tossers Seek Third Consecutive Victory in Contest Here This Afternoon

SELZTER IS OPPRESSING HURLER

After hitting daring Jim and Will in two continuous at bats between the second and third innings, the Lehigh baseball team is to be in the spotlight against the University.

Elmer Krues is a pitcher among the main enemis of the Lehigh team, who is to be faced by the University.

UNIVERSITY BAND TO PLAY AT EXPANDED FRESHMAN CAMPUS

The University Band will play one of the songs from their performance at the Freshman Camp on the evening of June 27.

STICKMEN DEFEAT STEVENS TWELVE

The Stickmen defeated the Stevens Twelve in an exciting exhibition at the University on June 26.

TRAVEL BUREAU HEARS LECTURE BY DR. E. PIKE

Dr. Edward E. Pike delivered a lecture on the topic of travel at the Travel Bureau on June 25.

PENNSYLVANIA BOARD

All Pennsylvania Board members were in attendance at the meeting held in Harrisburg on June 15.

PALMER ELECTED PUNCH BOWL EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Trevor Palmer was elected as the new editor-in-chief of the Punch Bowl on June 25.

THE UNIVERSITY'S SOCIETY NEWS

The University's society news for the week of June 25.

RAILROADS WILL RUN SUMMER EXCURSIONS

The railroad company will run special excursions during the summer season.

UNEMPLOYED AND RED AND BLUE RELATIONS

The University's unemployment and Red and Blue relations for the week of June 25.

COUNCIL ON WELFARE

A meeting of the Council on Welfare will be held on June 26.
WARREN'S
Importing Tailors
3425 Walnut St.

TUXEDO C. P. ALL SILK LINED
$40.00

TOP COATS, IMPORTED TWEEDS
$40.00

All Neckwear Now On Sale $1.00
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MACDONALD & CAMPBELL

DOUGHERTY'S SPORT SHOP

420 S. 52nd ST.

UNE IN SUPPORT OF SPORTS

The President of Columbia, Professor E. W. Hitchcock of Harvard, and Mr. Vincent Fuller, President of Pennsylvania, recently called on the Committee of College Professors of the American Association of University Professors with the object of presenting the Committee's decision to admit students to the university on the basis of academic promise, and a neglect of athletic work. The committee's decision is that the undergraduate's not devoting their time to football or to any other sports but to the excision and neglect of their eye

He further stated that the university was not "sufficiently large, efficient, and enthusiastic to absorb all of the time and interest in the curriculum." The idea of the American University, Mr. Hart, is that of the average, the student's attention from academic pursuits, it has been professors of the necessity of posture. "It's a matter of the recommendation for changes in methods in conducting football, so as to fit the American Association of College Professors, President E. W. Hitchcock, said: "I have no interest in the elimination of football or sports in general, since I cannot see what is coming in their place. But the aim of the student body is certainly not going to devote all of their time and interest to the curriculum."

"The American University, as the President of Columbia, Mr. Hitchcock, is that of the average, the student's attention from academic pursuits, it has been professors of the necessity of posture. "It's a matter of posture."

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF RETAILING

New York University School of Retailing

Economic Opportunity in New York's, Newark's and Brooklyn's largest department stores. Store service with classees instruction. M. S. in Retailing granted on completion of one year of graduate work.

Fall Term Opens September 13, 1926

Summer School July 6 to August 16, 1926

Illustrated booklet on application. For further information write In New York City, New York, New York City.

BOSTON PALM BEACH NEWPORT

LITTLE BUILDING PILLER BUILDING HAMPTON BUILDING

TEACHERS COLLEGE COUNTY ROAD 200 Bureau Street

BASEBALL

TENNIS-TRACK
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has shoes to suit all your needs and wants.
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EARNINGS—$20 to $100 and more and job-hunting experience in six weeks this summer. Last call for receiving 20-0. crate group from Penn already organized. Not a house to house proposition and no door-to-door interviews this week. Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, 3-5 P.M., Room 12, Houston Hall.

BOARDING HOUSE and rooms to rent. Good meals served, smoke, chop, click ton and fresh fish served every morning. 2211 South 8th St., Street.

LOOK—Will the person who has my note book, containing one and two cent stamps please return it to R. A. 2142 Chestnut Street.

UNIVERSITIES UPHOLD POSITION OF FOOTBALL

Presidents of Three Colleges Protest Statements by Committee of College Professors
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ATTENDANCE—30% of the students, 40% of the alumni who possess automobile. The average yearly income of those persons interviewed was $19,250, which is slightly above the average $18,000 or $20,000. Of those, 44.5 per cent, own their own homes. This is because professors in other college graduates own homes of their own. One interesting fact shows that 10 per cent of the faculty better men own automobiles. The significance of this statement is noticeable when it is considered in the 26.4 per cent of the general alumni who possess automobiles.

The married men who answered, 625 of them, reported that they are fathers of 2,108 children, or an average of 2.0H children for each married man. Of those, more are fathers of one or more than one.
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A BROAD POLICY

The policy that the University has adopted in dealing with the situation which has arisen from the recent kidnapping period and led to the withdrawal of the Penn State from the Penninian Field competition, is very broad and liberal in its scope. It consists mainly of creating a general objection to such practices in the opinion of the great mass of students.

Of course, there have been actions taken which will, in all probability, result in the expulsion of students from school of a nature of the most serious offenders. This was certainly to be expected after the full reports as to their actions have been carefully considered. The impression which was created in the minds of the residents of Philadelphia and the surrounding suburban sections by the prank which were perpetrated by these men was most unfavorable in the reputation of the University.

In addressing the members of the Freshman Class at yesterday's compulsory meeting, Dr. Pennington stressed the fact that the fair year men had not broken faith with the University authorities. Besides the fact that they had failed to appear in the ranks of the contest as prescribed by the Undergraduate Council, they materially interfered with the conduct of classes.

According to an agreement between the Penn and the Undergraduate body last spring the students are to take the conduct of athletic organizations fully into their hands. This year's incidents have not interfered with the conduct of athletic activities. This agreement was passed by the undergraduates, who fully realized its significance. This year's holiday was held on the Monday following the triumph of the Red and Blue football team from Yale. Therefore, any demonstrations that would interfere with official University business are in violation of this agreement.

In the course of his speech, the President also appealed to the sense of right and wrong which he assumed that all of the men possessed. Those actions, he stated, were certainly not those of thinking men, but were the result of the sick spirit which contended the majority of the freshman.

In seeking to remedy the entire situation, this attitude is the most effective kind to assume. The enormity of their actions demands that severe measures be taken to punish the principal offenders. Punishment is extremely necessary in some cases, but if the class can be impressed with the spirit that such actions are unbecoming to Pennsylvanians, a greater victory will be gained.

This policy, as adopted by the University, is entirely consistent with the broad principles which have characterized the administration of all its departments. It also appears to be the most effective way to curb these disturbances in the future.

SCOOLARIFIC EVENTS

Once more Pennsylvania is playing host to a group of scholastic athletic contests. The Intercollegiate Tennis Tournament was played, with light of the pleasant outdoor competing. Among the participants in this tourney are a number of the leading scholastic racket-wielders of the Middle Atlantic section.

The process of this undertaking depends on a great extent on two great activities: competitive management and the keeping and entertainment of these stars. The first of these conditions is, in my mind, the most important at this time. The housing and entertainment of visiting teams has been well cared for at scholastic tournaments, and come usually has almost always been an entertainment.

The management of scholastic tournaments has been found to be very low in some tourneys in past years. In most cases the bulk of the work in conducting these events has fallen in the undergraduate charge of the team. This along with other events has been found to mean a burden, and the management of both projects has suffered.

As the success of these scholastic events is so important to the University, these tournaments should receive the greatest consideration of the Council on Athletics. We would suggest that a graduate manager of tournaments be appointed to conduct all tournaments, regardless of the sport. This would place the burden of running the meeting entirely upon the shoulders of one experienced man, with the responsibility centered. It would make for efficient management of tournaments and would relieve the undergraduate managers of the added responsibility.
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Henry Stores, Inc., Newark, N. J.
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MUSEUM COLLECTS TOMB

STATUETTES FROM CHINA

Study Being Made by Miss Helen Fernald, Assistant Curator of the Far

Eastern Section

ENTOMB LIVING WITH DEAD

Miss Helen F. Fernald, assistant curator of the Far Eastern section in the

University Museum, has completed a study of some few specimens of Chinese tomb-

statuette recently added to the Museum's collection. The study has been made

with the intention and significance of the miniature statues to Chinese art and

civilization.

It was the custom among the Chinese to entomb live friends and relatives with

the deceased, and these statues, supposedly representative of the dead man and

his companions, are the substitution for the ancient and cruel rite. Confucius' statues

tell of the burial of three of his brothers in this fashion, and this is the reason, according to Miss Fernald, why she has undertaken the following investigation.

In 200 b.c., the ornamental custom was revived despite Confucius’ teachings

for a short time, when, at the death of Chin Shih Huang Ti, all the tombs of his

kings and all of the workmen in his lands were buried with him. However, by the

end of the third century A.D., the tradition had been fully established and clay statues

enlivened human beings in the burial.

All of the figures are made in two sections of common pipe clay, broken in the center. Some were dipped in a colorless glaze which has given them a green tint, especially in the faces of men and women. In others, the glaze is finely brushed, giv-

ing the statuettes a warm, creamy stature streaked with brown. Individualization was given to each by the addition of painting or some other adornment. The smallest effigies are ten inches high, while the more prominent are from two to four feet in height.

Fernald’s attempt was made, Miss Fernald maintains, to portray the features and
cultural aspect of the wealthy, but the common practice was to purchase as elab-

orate and as many figures as one could afford. She even goes so far as to premise that the figures were turned out by potters in thousand lots.

In describing the collection, she adds: “These statues are composed mostly of red and white stoneware mounted on lacquered, luted and polychrome boxes, vases, vases, soap dishes and kitchen. These are and other services, such outfits, miniature in their official robes, infus of high rank and of
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THE STUDENTS STORES
and Industrial problems have been applied to others. For instance, psychology can give us an insight into the fundamental principles of human behavior, and it is this fundamental knowledge that can be used to solve practical problems.

In the last few decades, psychology has become a science, and it has made great strides in understanding the human mind. It has shed light on the nature of the mind, and it has helped us to understand how it works. Psychology has also contributed to the development of new instruments, such as brain scanners and electroencephalographs, which have helped us to understand how the mind functions.

In addition, psychology has helped us to understand the role of the mind in the development of new technologies. For example, the development of artificial intelligence has been greatly influenced by the work of psychologists.

In summary, psychology is a science that helps us to understand the nature of the mind and how it works. It has contributed to the development of new instruments and technologies, and it has helped us to understand the underlying principles of human behavior. It is an important field of study, and it is an area that will continue to grow in the future.